HIDES HIS HAND

Sweeny Has Not Shown Entire Strength.

WAITS FOR AN OPENING.

Furth Will Force Things if He Enters the Game.

FOSTER MEN SHOW ANXIETY.

Table 1: Ballot Results

WASHINGTON, Jan. 16.—Judge

WILL BE JUDGED

House Votes to Impeach

Judge Swayne.

MAJORITY IS SMALL

Division Is Almost On Party

Lines, At First.

COMMITTEE TO PROSECUTE

On Two Votes 21 Republicans Vote

Against Swayne. Three Democrats

for Him. Judge Pardee Conceded

for Another Term Vp.

TOLD TO GET OUT

Governor Folk a Terror to

Lobbyists.

BANISHED AS OUTLAWS

Other Western States Follow

Missouri's Lead.

THIRTY HOURS' GRAVE GIVEN

The Lead Song Supply the Lobby

and Case Corporation Agents to

Lamb Leg. Driven Out of Kansas and Nebraska.

Pierce Line Down Supply the Lobby

and Case Corporation Agents to

Lamb Leg. Driven Out of Kansas and Nebraska.

WELCOME IN MICH.

But Lobbyists Are Guestly Since the

Bills Taken With Cautiousness.

Pierce Line Down Supply the Lobby

and Case Corporation Agents to

Lamb Leg. Driven Out of Kansas and Nebraska.

OF SOCIAL WAR ON

Strike at St. Petersburg

Spreading.

FEARS OF BLOODSHED

Revolutionists Take Advantage of Struggle.

FOLK MEETS IN MICH.

Pierce Line Down Supply the Lobby

and Case Corporation Agents to

Lamb Leg. Driven Out of Kansas and Nebraska.

SHUT OUT IN NEBRASKA.

Not Allowed on Floor. Lobbyists Will

Be Excluded at Last.

LINDEN, Neb., Jan. 16.—The

immediate decision to exclude

though 25,000 of the force were

shown to be in the State.

KEVIN KIRK IS Occupied.

STRIKE IN THE DEPT.

United States Senator from Florida, President

of the Senate.
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